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Abstract — Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a network where nodes cooperate each other to communicate data through multi-hop nodes. It has numerous applications in the current and future networking generations. Due to the popularity of Internet of Things (IOT), where everything can be connected, there is a vital role of MANET in communicating among the IOT devices to exchange information. However providing QOS in terms of security to this network is an important issue. In this paper we investigate grayhole attack in MANET and do analysis with ns2 experimental results and show how the performance degradation of the MANET occurs due to such attack. We then propose a scheme to detect and prevent grayhole attacks in various scenarios. We propose a secure routing framework based on elliptic curve cryptography digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) which can detect and prevent the grayhole attacks with improved performance. We take (Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector routing) AODV protocol for implementing our scheme and evaluating performance taking various performance metrics such as packet delivery ratio and throughput to show that our scheme resolve the grayhole attack with better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a self configuring multi-hop radio network in which each node act as source as well as router means node helps each other in forwarding data which is not meant for it. Due to its quick and cheap deployment with no prerequisite of infrastructure, it is useful in many real life situations from military crisis operations and emergency preparedness and response to civilian, such as search and rescue missions, data collection, battle field and virtual classroom and conferences [1] [2]. presently MANET and WSN is also integrated in various other networks such as VANET [3] and Internet of Things (IOT) [4]. Due to the salient differentiating features like open medium, limited energy, dynamic changing topology, no centralized Supervision, no strict boundary, and wireless links of MANET it is more vulnerable to attacks than wired network. In the current era of communication security is the prime concern in order to achieve quality of service (QOS). Most of the routing protocols designed such as AODV [5], DSDV [6], OLSR [7], DSR [8], and TORA [9] is with the assumption that all users in network would be trusted and will work in collaborated mode. But the basic function of the network like communication can easily be jeopardized at all layers specially at network layer if counter measures have not been embedded into the early design of the system. This, in turn, led to the current situation where these protocols are vulnerable to a multitude of attacks, including spoofing attacks [10], flooding attacks [11], wormhole attacks [12], replay attacks [13], [11], black-hole and grayhole attacks [14], colluding mis-relay attacks [15], and many others. In this paper we survey and investigate the grayhole attack of MANET using AODV protocol. We analyze the attack using the case study example and ns2 simulation results and propose a secured framework to detect and prevent the attack in order to achieve QOS. In this paper we simulate our proposed framework protocol with grayhole attack and compare with normal AODV protocol without and with blackhole attack. We use ns2.35 simulator for simulating the proposed framework for various scenarios and do extensive analysis and show that the proposed scheme resolves the problem of grayhole attack and achieves better QOS in terms of increased packet delivery ratio and throughput.

The organization of the paper is as follows

In sect-II we discuss background concepts. In section-III we explain the grayhole attack problem using case study. In section-IV we discuss the related work. In section-V we discuss the mathematical background used in this paper. In section-VI we propose our secure framework for detection and prevention of grayhole attacks. In section-VII we do performance analysis and finally in section-VIII we conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS

In this paper we use AODV routing protocol for showing the grayhole attack, so in this section we discuss the working principle of AODV [5]. This
protocol maintains routing table at each node in the network. This protocol has different phases such as path discovery, reverse path setup, forward path setup, route table management, path maintenance, and local connectivity management. All the phases of our proposed method is same as AODV with some modification in path discovery, reverse path setup, forward path setup. In this section we explain the details of these phases of AODV protocol.

A. OVERVIEW OF AODV PROTOCOL

Whenever any source node has some data to communicate with any other node for which it has no routing path information in its routing table, it broadcasts Route Request (RREQ) packet to all its neighbors as shown in fig-1. Each node maintains two counters such as a node sequence number and a broadcast id.

The RREQ contains the following, 

\[
\text{source_address, source_sequence_no, broadcast_id, destination_address, destination_sequence_no, hop_count}
\]

Fig-1: RREQ broadcast of AODV

The pair (source_address, broadcast_id) uniquely differentiates the RREQs from each other. Broadcast_id is incremented each time the source broadcasts a new RREQ. Each neighbor sends Route Reply (RREP) back to the source node if it has a fresh path to that destination otherwise rebroadcasts the RREQ to its neighbors after increasing the hop_count. When an intermediate node receives a redundant RREQ from its neighbors it drops that and does not rebroadcast it. During rebroadcast each intermediate node keeps track of information such as Destination_address, Source_address, Broadcast_id, Expiration time for reverse path route entry and source node’s sequence number which are required in the reverse path setup and forward path setup.

Reverse path setup

The source node knows source sequence number and the destination’s last sequence number included in the RREQ. Source_sequence number is used to maintain the freshness of the reverse route to the destination and destination sequence number is used to maintain the freshness of the route to the destination node. When the RREQ travels to different destination nodes, it automatically sets up the reverse path back to the source as shown in the fig-2. To setup the reverse path nodes record the address of their neighbors from which they receive the first copy of the RREQ packet. The reverse path route entries are maintained in the table for enough time which is required for the RREQ to traverse the network and produce a reply back to the sender.

Forward path setup

When the RREQ packet reaches the destination node or the node which has the route information to the destination, checks that the RREQ received through a bidirectional link or not. If an intermediate node has route information for the desired destination, it checks whether the route is fresh or not by comparing the destination sequence number in its own record and the destination sequence number in the RREQ packet. If the destination’s sequence number of RREQ is greater than the intermediate node’s stored sequence number then it is assumed that the saved route information to the desired destination is not fresh and the intermediate node rebroadcasts the RREQ packet. If the destination sequence number of the RREQ packet is less than or equal to the saved one, it is considered that the intermediate node has fresh route to the desired destination. If the RREQ has not processed previously the intermediate node sends back the route information as RREP to the neighbor node from which it has received the RREQ. The RREP packet contains following information,

\[
\text{source_address, destination_address, destination_sequence_no, hop_count, lifetime}
\]

When the RREP travels back to the source node, each node along the path sets up a forward pointer to the node from which RREP came, updates its timeout information for the route to the source and destination and stores the latest destination sequence number for the requested destination. Fig-3 shows how RREP is unicasted by the intermediate node to
the source node which generated RREQ packet and forward path setup from source node to the destination.

![Diagram of Forward Path Formation from Intermediate Node](image)

**Fig-3: Forward path formation from intermediate node**

If there no intermediate node has a fresh route information to the desired destination, the RREQ packet ultimately reaches the destination node. The destination node increments its sequence number and unicasts the RREP back to the source node through the node from which it has received the RREQ packet and same process is repeated as intermediate node. Fig-4 illustrates the forward path setup as RREP is traversed from destination node D to source node S.

![Diagram of Forward Path Formation from Destination Node](image)

**Fig-4: Forward path formation from destination node D**

A node receiving RREP propagates the first RREP for a given source towards that source. If it receives further RREPs, it updates its routing information and propagates the RREP only if the RREP contains either greater or same sequence number as the previous RREP with smaller hop count. It drops all other RREPs propagating towards the source node while also ensuring the most updated and quickest routing information. The source node can begin data transmission as soon as the first RREP is received and can later update its routing information if it learns a better route.

### III. Grayhole Attack Problem Description

Grayhole attack is another form of Blackhole attack [14] in which the nature of malicious node is highly unpredictable. The malicious node behaves as a genuine and legitimate node for some time and behaves as a malicious node for other times. We can say that the grayhole attack acts as a slow poison because the probability of packet loss cannot be determined perfectly as the malicious node drops the packets secretly for some period of time and acts as a legitimate node for all other time [16].

#### A. Case study: Grayhole Attack

As shown in Fig-5, the malicious node M behaves as a legitimate genuine node and forwards all the control as well as data packets that are destined for the destination. In fig-6 the node M is behaving maliciously. It behaves as a genuine node during the route discovery phase and starts to drop the data packets. Thus the behavior of the malicious node i.e. the grayhole node cannot be predicted. In some cases, the grayhole node may forward the packets from some node while it may drop packets of some other nodes [17]. Thus such type of attack is very vulnerable for the network and may affect the performance of the network.

In the following example in fig-5 and fig-6, there are 12 nodes, one source node represented by ‘S’, one destination node represented by ‘D’, grayhole node represented by ‘G’ and rest are normal nodes. All the nodes use AODV protocol for routing packets. The grayhole node is in the path from S to D. In fig-5 ‘G’ forwards the data packets to the next node 5 in the path from S to D from time T1 to Ti as a normal node. In fig-6, we can see that the grayhole node G drops data packets from time Ti to T_i+k.
IV. RELATED WORK

In [18][19] Rutvi Jhavery proposed a scheme in which the nodes receiving RREP calculates a peak value. This peak value is the maximum value that a sequence number can have. The node receiving the RREP compares the sequence number in the RREP packet with the calculated peak value. If the sequence number is greater than the peak value then the RREP is considered to be fraudulent and is marked as Do Not Consider RREP and the node sending that RREP packet is considered to be malicious. The intermediate node then sends all the RREP’s to source node. The source node then discards all Do Not Consider RREP’s and selects any one genuine RREP. In this approach, it is observed that if a malicious node sends the sequence number within the range of peak value than it becomes difficult to detect the grayhole node.

In [20] Authors gave a scheme which use a table known as extended data routing information table which is maintained by every node. This table contains the history of all the packets sent and received to or from any neighboring nodes. The EDRI entries of both neighboring nodes and neighbour of neighbour are compared by the source node. If both table entries match then it is confirmed that there is no malicious node otherwise malicious node is present. This approach requires extra control packets to communicate with neighbors of neighbor node, every node has to frequently check EDRI tables which results more delay and also extra control packets as overhead.

In [21][22] Authors propose a method which uses three different algorithms which are interrelated. Creating proof algorithm, Check up algorithm and Diagnosis algorithm. This method uses a hash function for detecting malicious node. In this method it is observed that all malicious nodes are not detected.

In [23] Authors use a correspondent node and probe packet such that when Intermediate node(IN) wants to detect malicious node, it first appoints the node known as correspondent node(CN) which is found to be most loyal on the basis of DRI entry. Then RREQ is sent to all neighbors requesting route to CN. This node will receive many RREPs. Then it sends a probe packet. If CN replies affirmatively then it is confirmed that there is no malicious node, but if CN replies negatively then the node which did not forward the probe packet is considered as malicious and its suspicious value is increased. In this method the transmission overhead increases because of more probe packets between neighbors.

In [24] authors proposed a scheme which uses Restricted IP where source node sends a request to Backbone network for unused Restricted IP. When source node receives the Restricted IP, it sends the control message to all nodes in the route for entering into promiscuous mode. In promiscuous mode all nodes monitor their neighbors for the packets sent or received from Restricted IP. By using help from monitoring nodes the malicious node is detected. In this approach it is difficult to detect malicious nodes which do not use restricted nodes.

In [25] authors proposed a method named as destination based detection method where a node receiving the RREP packet sends the Request FREQ to common neighbors of the suspected node and the previous node. When source node receives FREQ it sends the FREQ to the destination through the route where there is no one hot nodes of suspected node. If the destination node has a path to intermediate node then RREP is generated otherwise FREP and RREP are discarded and alarm signal is generated. In this method requirement of common neighbor is mandatory for detecting malicious nodes.

In [26] Proposed a scheme where the messages known as prelude and postlude are used to detect malicious nodes. In this approach total data is divided into blocks. Before sending data packets source node sends prelude message which is used to alert the destination about the transmission of data blocks. A timer is started by destination and it receives the data packets until timer expires. After the expiration of the times it sends postlude message to the source node about the number of packets received. If the received packets and sent packets are same or their difference is under a tolerable threshold then it transmits the next block otherwise grayhole detection mechanism is used where all the monitoring nodes work together and detect malicious node in the network. In this method there is delay between because of prelude and postlude messages.

In [27] authors proposed a method of storing all the RREP’s received in the Request Reply table. Then investigating all the entries in the table. If the Destination Sequence number is much higher than the Source Sequence number then remove that entry form the table and note down the node entry of that node. Sort all the entries in the table according to the destination sequence number and select the node which is on the top of the list. In this way all the malicious nodes are removed and only genuine nodes are left in the request reply table. In this approach it is observed that the average end to end delay increases as node has to wait for multiple RREP’s to arrive until a particular timeout.

In [28] authors gave a method known as Course Based Detection Method in which the node keeps its entire focus on the neighboring node that is involved in the route. It does not monitor all the neighbors. Source node forwards the packet to the neighboring node in the route and also maintains copy of packet in a buffer named FwdPacketBuffer. It then overhears the neighboring node. When the neighboring node forwards the packet forward, it deletes the copy from the FwdPacketBuffer. Source node computes the Overhear rate which is the percentage of data packets actually received by the
destination. If the overhear rate goes beyond threshold then that node is considered malicious. In this method, if constant threshold is used for high overload network, then it produces a very high false positive probability.

In [29] authors proposed a method of peak value calculation where the intermediate node, on receiving the RREP packet compares the destination sequence number and the calculated peak value. If the destination sequence number is greater than the peak value then that RREP is discarded by the intermediate node. In this approach, the source node will receive all the genuine RREP’s because all the RREP’s from malicious nodes will be discarded by the intermediate nodes.

In [30] Schweitzer, Nadav, et al, proposed a method for minimizing the grayhole DoS attack. They used OLSR protocol for analysis of grayhole attack. Their solution assumes no explicit node collaboration, with each node using only internal knowledge gained by routine routing information. The technique was evaluated using 5 different threat models (different attacker capabilities), allowing for a better understanding of the attack surface and its prevention.

V. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

To solve the problem of grayhole attack in MANET in this section we propose a secure framework to detect and prevent the above attack in an efficient way. We use modified Elliptic curve cryptographic digital signature (ECC) [31], [32], [33] algorithm in our security framework.

**Basics of Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)**

**A. Elliptic curve over finite field**

Let a and b ∈ Z_p where Z_p = {0, 1, 2, ..., P − 1}; and P > 3 is a large prime such that 4a^3 + 27b^2 ≠ 0 (mod p). A non singular elliptic curve y^2 = x^3 + ax + b over finite field GF(p) is the set E_p(a, b) of solutions (x, y) ∈ Z_p × Z_p to the congruence y^2 = x^3 + ax + b (mod p) where a and b ∈ Z_p are constants such that 4a^3 + 27b^2 ≠ 0 (mod p), together with a special point O called the point at infinity or zero point. The condition 4a^3 + 27b^2 ≠ 0 (mod p) is the necessary and sufficient condition to ensure that the equation y^2 = x^3 + ax + b has a non-singular solution [34]. If 4a^3 + 27b^2 = 0 (mod p), then the corresponding elliptic curve is a singular elliptic curve.

If P = (x_P, y_P) and Q = (x_Q, y_Q) be points in E(a, b), then P + Q = O implies that x_Q = x_P and y_Q = -y_P. Also elliptic curve E_p(a, b) over Z_p has roughly p points on it. More precisely a well known theorem due to Hasse asserts that the number of points on E_p(a, b), which is denoted by #E, satisfies the following inequality[35]:

\[ P + I - 2\sqrt{P} \leq \#E \leq P + I + 2\sqrt{P} \]

In addition, E_p(a, b) forms an abelian group or commutative group under P operation.

**B. Addition of points on Elliptic curve over finite field**

The following parameters about the proposed scheme over the elliptic curve domain are required.

We take an elliptic curve over a finite field GF(p) as E_p(a, b) : y^2 = x^3 + ax + b (mod p), where a and b ∈ GF(p). The field size p is considered as a large prime. We take G as the base point on E_p(a, b) whose order is n, that is nG = G + G + ... + G (n times) = O (mod p).

The elliptic curve addition differs from the general addition. Let P = (x_1, y_1) and Q = (x_2, y_2) be two points on elliptic curve y^2 = x^3 + ax + b (mod p), with P ≠ -Q, then R = (x_3, y_3) = P + Q is computed as follows:

\[ x_3 = \left( \lambda^2 - x_1 - x_2 \right) (\text{mod} p), \quad y_3 = \left( \lambda (x_1 - x_3) - y_1 \right) (\text{mod} p). \]

Where \( \lambda = \begin{cases} \frac{y_2-y_1}{x_2-x_1} (\text{mod} p), & \text{if } P \neq Q \\ \frac{P+Q}{2} (\text{mod} p), & \text{if } P = Q \end{cases} \)

In elliptic curve cryptography, multiplication is defined as repeated additions. For example,

\[ \text{if } P \in E_p(a, b) \text{ then, } 5P \text{ is computed as } P + P + P + P + P (\text{mod} p). \]

**C. Elliptic Curve discrete logarithm problem**

Let E_p(a, b) be an elliptic curve modulo prime p. Given two points \( P \in E_p(a, b) \) and \( Q = KP \in E_p(a, b) \), for some positive integer K. \( Q = KP \) represents the point P on elliptic curve E_p(a, b) is added to itself K times. The elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is to determine K, given P and Q. It is relativley easy to calculate Q given K and P, but it is computationally infeasible to determine K given Q and P, when the prime P is very large.

VI. SECURITY FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF GRAYHOLE ATTACK

Grayhole attack is more harmful than blackhole attack [14], because detection of grayhole attack is difficult as the malicious node does not always drop the packets rather it drops the packets sometimes secretly and acts as normal legitimate
node other times. In order to detect and prevent grayhole attack we use acknowledgement packet ‘m_ack’ with modified ECDSA algorithm.

While sending data packets source node sends a dummy acknowledgement packet that is m_ack as piggybacking with data to the destination node. After receiving data packets along with m_ack packet the destination node signs the m_ack using our modified ECDSA algorithm and sends it back to the source node along the same path through which data packet has come. Source node verifies the signature on m_ack packet. If signature is verified then S confirms that the data packet is successfully received by the destination node else it is concluded that there is a malicious node in the current path. After detection of malicious path the source node S stops sending data packets in that path broadcasts the node id of the node from which it had received RREP packet as malicious node and restarts the route discovery process again.

A. Algorithm at the Destination ‘D’ for sending signed ‘m_ack’:

1. select a random or pseudorandom integer t in the interval [1... n-1]
2. compute Q_D = t × G, D’s public key is Q_D and private key is t
3. For each data packets receive m_ack
4. find e = h (m_ack)
5. Let Z be the Ln left most bits of e , where Ln is the bit length of the group of order n
6. select random integer K in [1..., n-1]
7. Find curve point (x1,y1) = K × G
8. Find r_m = x1 mod n
   if r_m == 0 go to step-6
9. Find s_m = K^{-1}(Z+r_m) mod n
   if s_m == 0 go to step-6
10. Signature on m_ack is \( \sigma = (r_m,s_m) \). For each data packets di send signature \( \sigma_i \) to the source node through the path from which it received di.

B. Grayhole Detection and Prevention algorithm

For the source node S to authenticate destination node D, S must have the copy of D’s public key curve point Q_D. After receiving the \( \sigma_i \), the source node S does following for each \( \sigma_i \) and m_ack,

1. For each \( \sigma_i \) received, check Q_D is not equal to identity element O.
2. Check Q_D lies on the curve
3. check that n × Q_D = O
4. verify that r_m and s_m are integers in [1,..., n-1]
5. if not verified
   (a) There is a malicious node in the current path
   (b) Stop sending data packets in the current path and restart route discovery process again.
   Else go to step-6
6. calculate e = h(m_ack)
7. Let Z be the Ln left most bits of e
8. find W_m = s_m^{-1} mod n
9. find u1 = ZW_m mod n and u2 = r_m W_m mod n
10. Calculate the curve point (x1,y1) = u1 × G + u2 × Q_D
11. if \( r_m \equiv x1 \mod n \) then authenticated and data sent successfully
   else do following
      (a) stop sending data packets because there is a grayhole node in the current path
      (b) Restart route discovery process for a new route

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Simulation Setup

For simulation, we have used ns2 (v-2.35) network simulator. The mobility scenarios are generated randomly varying 30 to 70 nodes randomly moving in an area of 1200m x 1200m. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.
We have done simulation to analyze the performance of the network under various scenarios with and without grayhole attack using normal AODV and our proposed framework. The metrics used to evaluate the performance are listed below:

Performance Metrics:
- Packet Delivery Ratio: The ratio of the data delivered to the destination to the data sent out by the source.
- Throughput: Throughput of network is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. It is usually measured in bits per second (bit/s or bps).

### TABLE I
**SIMULATION PARAMETERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>ns-2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>100 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>Varies from 30 to 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause time</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Varies from 10 to 40 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Source Nodes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Area</td>
<td>1200m × 1200m Flat grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>Varies from 500 bytes to 2500 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>0.1 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Malicious Nodes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig-7 : Packet Delivery Ratio with varying number of nodes

Fig-8 : Packet Delivery Ratio with varying node speed

Fig-9: Throughput with varying number of nodes

Fig-10: Throughput with varying node speed
In fig 7 we have plotted packet delivery ratio in Y axis and varying no of nodes in X axis. In this figure we observe that packet delivery ratio of normal aodv protocol is close to 98% and aodv with grayhole attack is from 20% to less than 90%. The packet delivery ratio of our proposed framework is close to normal aodv protocol. In this figure at the beginning we can see that when number of nodes increase packet delivery ratio increase close to normal aodv this is because when number of nodes is more there are more alternative paths despite the grayhole attack with our secure framework.

In figure 8 we have plotted packet delivery ratio in Y axis and node speed in X axis. In this figure we observe that packet delivery ratio of normal aodv is close to 95% at the beginning and approaches to 98% when increasing number of nodes. Packet delivery ratio for aodv with grayhole attack is between 20% to less than 90%. When attack is more packet delivery ratio is close to 20% and when grayhole attack is less packet delivery ratio is close to 90%. In this figure we can see that using our proposed framework packet delivery ratio is increased and it is close to normal aodv. In simulation we have taken some nodes fixed and some nodes mobile. In this figure we can see that when speed is 10 and 20 m/s the packet delivery ratio of our proposed framework is less than 95% and when node speed increases to 30m/s packet delivery ratio increase and approaches to normal aodv and again when node speed is 40m/s packet delivery ratio again decreases. This is because at the beginning there are less path from source to destination because of less traffic density and when speed increases nodes come in the range of each other which increases traffic density and more alternative path become available which increases packet delivery ratio and again when speed further increases link failure occurs and packet delivery ratio decreases.

In fig 9 we plotted throughput in Y axis and number of nodes in X axis. In this figure we observe that throughput of normal aodv is more than 105 and that of aodv with grayhole attack is between 60 to 90 kbps. In this figure we can see that by using our proposed framework throughput in improved and it is close to normal aodv.

In fig 10 we have plotted throughput in Y axis and node speed in X axis. In this case we have taken 70 number of nodes. In this figure we observe that throughput of normal aodv is more than 100 and aodv with grayhole attack is in between 30 to 90 and by using our proposed framework with grayhole attack, it is close to normal aodv. In this figure we also see that at the beginning when node speed is less throughput is less but when speed increases throughput increases, and after some time again it decreases at speed 40 and again increase at speed 50 this is because of increased node speed the nodes comes in the range of each other at speed 20 and 30 and go away at speed 40 which results link failure and again when speed further increased some other node comes in the range which rebuilds another link as we have taken some nodes mobile and some nodes fixed. When mobile nodes come to the source node or nearer to the path from source to destination, link is established between the nodes and when nodes go away from nodes along the path link fails.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we survey and do experimental analysis of grayhole attack in MANET for various scenarios. We observe how performance of MANET degrades because of grayhole attack. We then proposed a secure framework “SFAODV” which is based on modified ECDSA. We did extensive simulation of our proposed framework and normal aodv with and without grayhole attacks and observe that our proposed framework gives better result with grayhole attack and which can remedy the grayhole attack problem in MANET.
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